
THEATRE AND CINEMA

In the US, we don't say cinema. You see plays and watch movies in a theater. "I am going to the movies with my
friends." "Is there a movie.

They were often only allowed to go to enter a white theater on late Friday nights after the last showing for
white audiences. With the advent of Hollywood and the studio system , lavish movie houses were constructed.
Now we have 4D flicks and dine-in experiences. Controversies[ edit ] Advertising: Some moviegoers
complain about commercial advertising shorts played before films, arguing that their absence used to be one of
the main advantages of going to a movie theater. Also for some film festivals, a pass is sold for unlimited
entrance. Currently, in multiplexes, theater chains often feature a continuous slideshow between showings
featuring a loop of movie trivia, promotional material for the theater chains such as encouraging patrons to
purchase drinks, snacks and popcorn, gift vouchers and group rates, or other foyer retail offers , or advertising
for local and national businesses. While they watched the visuals on the screens, moviegoers could also hear
pianist or organists playing along with the moving pictures. The lobby may be before or after the ticket check.
Some films show mid-credits scenes while the credits are rolling, which in comedy films are often bloopers
and outtakes, or post-credits scenes , which typically set up the audience for a sequel. This set up can be used
to project two prints in sync for dual-projector 3-D or to "interlock" one or more sound tracks to a single film.
Some theaters ran on continuous showings, where the same items would repeat throughout the day, with
patrons arriving and departing at any time rather than having distinct entrance and exit cycles. Sometimes the
attendee cannot see the screen and has to make a choice based on a verbal description of the still available
seats. Seeing how profitable multiplexes were, many existing venues were retrofitted to accommodate more
than one film at a time. It would become the model after which our modern day movie theaters were born.
Next: Figuring out the seats  Initially, theater owners wanted to keep their movie palaces posh. Newsreels
gradually became obsolete by the s with the rise of television news, and most material now shown prior to a
feature film is of a commercial or promotional nature which usually include " trailers ", which are
advertisements for films and commercials for other consumer products or services. In some jurisdictions, a
rating may legally impose these age restrictions on movie theaters. A filter is placed in front of the projector
that changes the polarization of the light coming from the projector. For example: Romeo, Juliet and Lord
Capulet wear exactly matching tiny crucifixes round their necks â€¦ hinting at a dysfunctional emotional
triangle, perhaps? That practice declined after the U. According to such systems, children or teenagers below a
certain age may be forbidden access to theaters showing certain movies, or only admitted when accompanied
by a parent or other adult. Cinemas must have a liquor license to serve alcohol. Admission prices are often
more than twice the regular movie theater admission prices. Pricing and admission[ edit ] Admission prices
board, Cinema Museum London Seating indicator Box office of a s style fine arts movie theater. However,
this move sent cinemas that only had one screen out of business. We ask the audience to be vigilant against
any such activity and report any matters arousing suspicion to cinema staff.


